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three simple steps. two complete systems. one super result.
That’s the promise of the poolife® Brite Stix™ System and the poolife®

MPT Extra™ ** Tablet System. Visit your local poolife® dealer today to 

pick up the one that works best for you and start simplifying your 

weekly maintenance routine with the best pool care products available.
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caring for your pool has never been easier 
or more convenient thanks to our two complete pool care programs: 
poolife® Brite Stix® System and poolife® MPT Extra™ ** Tablet System. 
One makes use of new stick-based sanitizers while the other relies  
on traditional tablet-style sanitizers—with the same results no matter 
which you choose: beautiful water with exceptional clarity. So which 
system is best for you?

poolife® Brite Stix® System
With this system, you now have access to a comprehensive program that 
doesn’t just work harder, but smarter to offer long-lasting coverage for your 
water. Designed for multi- pool care defense and protection, the system  
benefits from the addition of poolife® Brite Stix product (Step 1). 
This stick-based sanitizer clarifies, prevents algae and softens  
your water with a controlled delivery system for brilliant  
protection and clarity that can last up to two weeks.

It’s a brilliant idea made even better with poolife’s ClearCare 
Technology™ additive (CCT™), for a clear difference you can see and feel. 

poolife® Brite Stix® sanitizer
Sanitize, clarify and prevent algae 
with this first, and most important, 
step in the entire system. Simply  
add stick(s) to your skimmer  
following the instructions on the  
label and let poolife® Brite Stix® 
sanitizer do the rest. (Sizes available: 
4 lb. pail,11 lb. pail, 21 lb. pail,  
25 lb. pail & individual 8 oz. stick) 

poolife® TurboShock® shock treatment
This product is used once a week to shock  
your pool with a powerful treatment that  
dissolves quickly and completely, working fast  
to kill algae and bacteria while destroying  
swimmer contaminants in your water.

poolife® MPT Extra™** tablets 
Compact and convenient, these  
3” tablets sanitize, prevent algae,  
clarify—and soften—your water.  
Simply add the recommended  
amount into your feeder or floater  
on a weekly basis and let the  
tablets do the rest. (Sizes available: 
4.8 lb. pail, 21 lb. pail & 35 lb. pail) 

poolife® Defend+™ algaecide
The third and final step makes use of poolife® 
Defend+ algaecide, a non-foaming product 
that not only treats and prevents green, black 
and yellow algae, but also clarifies your water. 

poolife® MPT Extra™ System
A long-time favorite of loyal pool owners everywhere, the poolife® MPT Extra™ 
Tablet system makes use of the traditional tablet-based approach to sanitizing. 
But there’s nothing ordinary about these distinctive blue-speckled tablets that 
produce crystal clear results in your pool with a weekly application in your 
feeder or floater. And don’t forget the “extra” additive in the name that means 
soft water for your pool!

When you follow the entire system as directed, your water benefits from a  
multipurpose approach that chlorinates, clarifies and protects with an easy- 
to-follow, weekly 3-step treatment routine. 

trichlor: the sanitizing power behind both systems
Trichlor is the active ingredient (93.5% to be exact!) in both poolife® Brite Stix® 
sanitizer and poolife® MPT Extra™ tablets. Designed to dissolve slowly for 
continuous chlorination, trichlor-based products are considered “stabilized  
chlorinators” meaning they are sun-protected to extend the life of the chlorine  
in your water.
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